1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Coronavirus disease (Covid-19) is an infectious disease that occurs in Wuhan in December (2019) in China \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3]\]. Covid-19 disease, which spreads from person to person rapidly all over the world, is a family of viruses capable of forming acute respiratory syndrome. The outer surface of the virus looks like spikes on the crown. Because of this structure, it is called coronavirus \[[@bib4],[@bib5]\].

Diseases such as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) can occur with this virus \[[@bib6]\]. Thus, it causes acute lung damage and acute respiratory distress. This situation poses a serious risk to public health \[[@bib7]\]. As 24 of March 2020; 382,057 people were infected worldwide and 16,565 of these cases resulted in death. The total infection rate was seen as 2.5% \[[@bib8]\]. Given the mortality rates of all cases, Covid-19 appears to be the most threatening to the elderly population and those with chronic health problems \[[@bib9]\]. This virus is transmitted from person to person through coughing, sneezing, respiratory droplets. This virus, which usually presents with symptoms of fever, cough, and shortness of breath, can have serious consequences such as pneumonia, multi-organ failure, and death \[[@bib6],[@bib10]\]. Serious measures are taken to Covid-19 all over the world. Today, a clear solution has not been developed on Covid-19. The vast majority of measures taken on a country basis and individually are to prevent the transmission of this virus to more people. Thus, it is aimed to get time to produce solutions \[[@bib11],[@bib12]\].

1.1. Motivation {#sec1.1}
---------------

Covid-19 is a world threatening virus and more than 300,000 people suffer from Covid-19. This disease is rapidly transmitted worldwide. In this study, a novel machine learning method to automatically detect this disease was presented. In infectious diseases, machine learning methods should be used in critical tasks. Therefore, our main motivation is to detect Covid-19 by using a computer vision method (without human).

1.2. Literature review {#sec1.2}
----------------------

Studies on Covid-19 disease that appeared in December 2019 are limited. Many of these limited studies are for the recognition of the Covid-19 virus \[[@bib13],[@bib14]\]. Also, some studies have been conducted on the effects of this disease on humans \[[@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19]\]. At the same time, the treatment of the Coronavirus and the processes occurring after it have been examined by Zhang et al. \[[@bib2]\]. In the study, the possible conditions of the patient who was treated on Covid-19 disease and discharged were examined. Covid-19 was examined by Darlenski and Tsankov as dermatologists. They presented the effects of extreme hygiene measures on the skin and the factors that dermatologists will consider in this regard \[[@bib20]\]. Chen et al. \[[@bib21]\] focused on the prevent that can be taken for the Covid-19 virus and the success of a new type of treatment. The effect of mesenchymal stem cell therapy on the Covid-19 virus was interpreted with this study, and it was emphasized that it would be an alternative for treatment. Holland et al. \[[@bib22]\] presented the kit developed by emergency doctors to protect against the Covid-19 virus. On the other hand, Yang et al. \[[@bib23]\] examined the possible effects of the Covid-19 virus on children and their future. The study emphasized the importance of protection in children with other chronic conditions, and it was also emphasized that newborns should be isolated. Lai et al. \[[@bib9]\] presented ways to protect against symptoms of coronavirus and pneumonia in their studies. In this study, it was found that it was mostly infected in adult patients. Li et al. \[[@bib24]\] investigated the genetic evolution and source of the Covid-19 virus. These studies are currently limited in the literature and are expected to increase rapidly. However, symptoms of Covid-19 disease are similar to those of pneumonia, and a certain percentage of deaths due to the Covid-19 virus are on Pneumonia disease. There are many studies on the classification of Pneumonia disease with intelligent systems in the literature. Togacar et al. \[[@bib25]\] have presented an intelligent classification system for Pneumonia disease. Chest X-ray images were used for this study. In the proposed study, deep learning methods were used and the results were presented by using AlexNet, VGG-16, and VGG-19 neural network models. The accuracy values for the selected dataset have resulted in 99.41%. Sousa et al. \[[@bib26]\] provided automatic pneumonia diagnosis in infants through computer-aided systems from radiographic images. In this system, pneumonia data is classified using three classifiers. The classifiers used are Support Vector Machines, K-Nearest Neighbor, and Naïve Bayes. It was determined that the most suitable classifier for the available data is Support Vector Machines. Liang and Zheng \[[@bib27]\] have developed a smart system for child Pneumonia disease. The convolutional neural network method was used in the developed system and the performance of Kermany \[[@bib28]\] dataset was used. Classification accuracy was used as evaluation criteria. The accuracy value was calculated as 90.5% in the proposed method.

1.3. Our method {#sec1.3}
---------------

In this study, a novel method is presented to detect Covid-19 diagnosed. This method consists of preprocessing, feature extraction with Residual Exemplar Local Binary Pattern (ResExLBP), feature selection with iterative ReliefF (IRF), and classification phases. In the preprocessing phase, the input X-ray image is transformed into grayscale image and is resized 512 × 512 sized image. ResExLBP divides input image into 128 × 128 sized exemplars and LBP extracts feature from the input image and exemplars of it. The generated features are concatenated and discriminating ones of them are selected by using IRF. The selected features by IRF are utilized as input of the classifiers by using Leave one out cross-validation (LOOCV), 10-fold Cross Validation (CV), and holdout validation.

1.4. Contributions {#sec1.4}
------------------

The contributions of the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based Covid-19 detection method are given below.•LBP is one of the widely used feature extractors in the literature and is effective method and generates high-level features. To achieve better classification rates and improve representation capability of the features, middle and low level features should be extracted like deep networks. Therefore, ResExLBP is presented as a feature generation method. It uses both LBP and exemplar LBP together to extract low, middle, and high-level features. ReliefF is one of the most preferred distance based feature selector. It is a parametric feature selector. A new iterative ReliefF based feature selector (IRF) for automatic feature selection was presented.•To obtain general performance, LOOCV, 10-fold CV, and holdout validation are used. Five classifiers were also selected to show the general success of the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based method. The proposed ResExLBP and IRF based method reached perfect classification rate (100.0%) for Covid-19 detection by using X-ray images.

2. Dataset {#sec2}
==========

In this study, healthy and Covid-19 diagnosed images were used to assist the doctor in decision making on X-ray images. Public data were collected from the GitHub website \[[@bib29]\]. 87 X-ray images with Covid-19 disease were collected. 26 of these patients are female and 41 are male and 20 of them are not determined. Patient ages are generally observed to be 50 and over. A total of 234 healthy X-ray chest images were obtained from the Kaggle site \[[@bib30]\]. In order to increase the success of the proposed method, both the diagnosis of Covid-19 and healthy poster anterior (PA) images were selected. Example of the used chest images is given in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 1Samples of the used Covid-19 and chest images.Fig. 1

3. Local binary pattern {#sec3}
=======================

LBP was presented in 1994 by Ojala. It is a very effective and simple feature extractor \[[@bib31],[@bib32]\]. The main aim of the LBP is to extract local features for achieving global optimum features. Therefore, LBP divides the image into 3 × 3 sized overlapping blocks to extract neighborhood relations. The steps of the LBP are given below \[[@bib33]\].Step 0:Load input image with the size of $W\ \text{x}\ H$. $W$ and $H$ are the width and height of the image.Step 1:Divide the input image into 3 × 3 sized overlapping block and obtain $\left( W - 2 \right)\ \text{x}\ \left( H - 2 \right)$ blocks.Step 2:Extract binary features from each block by using signum function. The description of the signum function is mathematically shown below. $$bit\left( k \right) = signum\left( {np,cp} \right) = \left\{ {\begin{matrix}
{0,\ np < cp} \\
{1,\ np \geq cp} \\
\end{matrix},\ k = \left\{ 1,2,\ldots,8 \right\}\ } \right.$$where $np$ is a neighbor pixel, $cp$ defines center pixel of the 3 × 3 sized block. In the 3 × 3 sized block, there are 8 neighbor pixels and a center pixel. Therefore, 8 bits are extracted from a pixel.Step 3:Convert bits to a decimal value. $$value\left( {m,t} \right) = \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{8}bit\left( k \right) \ast 2^{k - 1},\ m = \left\{ {1,2,\ldots,W - 2} \right\},\ t = \left\{ 1,2,\ldots,H - 2 \right\}$$ Step 4:Construct a LBP implemented image by using values.Step 5:Extract the histogram of the LBP implemented image. The extracted histogram is utilized as feature. LBP extracts 256 features because LBP implemented image is coded with 8-bit. A graphical explanation of the LBP is shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} \[[@bib34],[@bib35]\].Fig. 2Graphical explanation of the LBP.Fig. 2

LBP is utilized as a basic feature in our feature generation model and LBP procedure was used for feature extraction. The pseudocode of the LBP is also shown in [Algorithm 1](#enun_Algorithm_1){ref-type="statement"} \[[@bib36],[@bib37]\].Algorithm 1Pseudocode of LBP.Image 1

4. The proposed X-ray image based automated Covid-19 detection method {#sec4}
=====================================================================

An automated Covid-19 detection method by using novel feature generation model and an iterative feature selector was presented. Our feature generation model (ResExLBP) uses LBP and by using this model, 4352 features are extracted. To solve automatic feature selection of the ReliefF \[[@bib38]\], an iterative model was presented. The selected most discriminating features are used as input of the classifiers. Our method consists of four main phases and these phases are shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 3Schematic demonstration of the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based method.Fig. 3

The used phases of the ResExLBP feature extraction and IRF feature selection based method are clearly explained in the subsection.

4.1. Preprocessing {#sec4.1}
------------------

The preprocessing phase is one of the most important phases of the proposed method because the success of this phase is directly affecting the classification capability. Here, basic and effective methods were used. The steps of this method are given below.Step 0:Load raw X-ray image.Step 1:Apply raw X-ray image to grayscale conversion. $$gi = 0.3 \ast X - ray\left( {:,:,1} \right) + 0.59 \ast X - ray\left( {:,:,2} \right) + 0.11 \ast X - ray\left( {:,:,3} \right)$$where $X - ray$ is three leveled image, $\ gi$ expresses gray image.Step 2:Resize grayscale image to 512 × 512 size image. $$gi = resize\left( gi,512\ \text{x}\ 512 \right)$$ Step 3:Divide the image into 64 × 64 sized exemplars and obtain 64 exemplars.v $$ex^{t} = gi\left( {i:i + 63,j:j + 63} \right),\ i = \left\{ {1,65,\ldots,449} \right\},\ j = \left\{ {1,65,\ldots,449} \right\},\ t = \left\{ 1,2,\ldots,64 \right\}$$

In Eq. [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $ex^{t}$ expresses tth exemplar.

4.2. Residual exemplars local binary pattern based feature extraction: ResExLBP {#sec4.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this phase, a novel feature extraction model which called ResExLBP is proposed. As we know from the literature, LBP is one of the effective feature extractions. The advantages of the LBP are given as follows. LBP extracts discriminative features, has low computational complexity, and application of it is easy because it has a basic algorithm. Because of these advantages, LBP was selected as feature extractor. The main problem of the LBP is to extract low-level features. Therefore, proposed residual and exemplar model extracts low, medium, and high-level features. The procedure of the ResExLBP is shown in [Algorithm 2](#enun_Algorithm_2){ref-type="statement"}.Algorithm 2Pseudocode of the ResExLBP feature extraction method.Image 2

In the ResExLBP, LBP is applied preprocessed image and 256 features are extracted from this image. Then, LBP is applied to exemplars of this image. 64 × 64 sized exemplars are used and 256 features each exemplar are generated. These features are concatenated and 4352 features are obtained. In the feature selection phase, most discriminating of the extracted 4352 features are selected.

4.3. Feature selection with iterative ReliefF {#sec4.3}
---------------------------------------------

As we know from the literature, many feature reduction methods have been used to increase classification capability. ReliefF \[[@bib38],[@bib39]\] is one of the distance based feature selectors in the literature. ReliefF uses Manhattan distance to calculate weights and generates both negative and positive weights. The negative weights assign redundant features in the ReliefF. ReliefF is an improved version of the Relief. In the Relief based feature selection method, Euclidean distance is used, but ReliefF uses Manhattan distance to generate weights. Mathematical notation of the ReliefF based weight generation is shown in Eqs. [(6)](#fd6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$WR\left( {ft_{i}} \right) = WR\left( {ft_{i}} \right) - \frac{\sum_{j = 1}^{k}dist\left( {A,T,N} \right)}{n \ast k} + \frac{\sum_{C \neq class{(R)}}\left\lbrack {\frac{Pr\left( C \right)}{1 - Pr\left( R \right)} \ast \sum_{l = 1}^{k}{dist\left( {A,T,M} \right)}} \right\rbrack}{n \ast k}$$ $$dist\left( A,L_{1},L_{2} \right) = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{0,\ L_{1} = L_{2}\ } \\
{1,\ L_{1} \neq L_{2}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$ $$dist\left( {A,L_{1},L_{2}} \right) = \frac{\left| {L_{1} - L_{2}} \right|}{A_{max} - A_{min}}$$where $WR\left( {ft_{i}} \right)$ is weights of ith feature, $k$ is missing number of classes, $\ A$ is the vector of attributes, M is different class known as nearest miss, $T$ is selected data in cycle, $dist$ defines distance, $N$ represents the nearest class, $n$ is the number of cycles and $Pr$ is probability.

One of the main problems of the ReliefF is to automatically select the most discriminating features. Therefore, an iterative ReliefF method is proposed. A loss calculator need to be selects for optimal features. Therefore, a classification method was used as loss value calculator and LD is chosen as loss calculator. The flow diagram of the proposed IRF is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 4Flow chart of the proposed IRF feature selector.Fig. 4

The steps of the IRF are given below.Step 1:Calculate ReliefF weights of the features. $$w^{R} = ReliefF\left( f,\ target,10 \right)$$where $w^{R}$ is ReliefF weights and $ReliefF\left( .,.,. \right)$ is weight calculation function of the ReliefF.Step 2:Sort $w^{R}$ by descending to find indices of the sorted weights. $$\left\lbrack {w_{sorted}^{R}\ endex} \right\rbrack = sort\left( w^{R},\ descending \right)\ $$where $w_{sorted}^{R}$ sorted weights and $endex$ is index of the positive weighted features.Step 3:Calculate loss values of the features iteratively by using [Algorithm 3](#enun_Algorithm_3){ref-type="statement"}.Step 4:Find the minimum error. $$\left\lbrack {minimum\ indice} \right\rbrack = min\left( loss \right)\ $$where $min\left( . \right)$ is minimum function.Step 5:Select optimum features by using $indice$ and $endex$ values. $$feature\left( i \right) = f\left( {endex\left( i \right)} \right),\ i = \left\{ 1,2,\ldots,indice \right\}\ $$ Algorithm 3Loss values calculation procedure.Image 3

Steps 1--5 openly show the automatic feature selection process using ReliefF and LD. The LD classifier used in the Loss values calculation procedure is optional. The selected features by IRF are utilized as input of different classifiers. In this work, IRF selected 1459 features from the extracted 4352 features.

4.4. Classification {#sec4.4}
-------------------

To show the effectiveness of the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based method, 5 classifiers were used. These classifiers are Decision tree (DT) \[[@bib40],[@bib41]\], Linear Discriminant (LD) \[[@bib42]\], k nearest neighborhood (kNN) \[[@bib43]\], Support Vector Machines (SVM) \[[@bib44]\] and subspace discriminant (SD) \[[@bib45]\]. To show the general success of the proposed method, the optimal features were tested by using LOOCV, 10-fold CV, and holdout validation. In the LOOCV, there is no random assignment. Therefore, it gives one accuracy value. 10-fold CV uses random selection, hence, it was executed 1000 times to evaluate general results. Two experimental studies were carried out in the Holdout validation section. The data were divided as 50% training, 50% test and 80% training, 20% test respectively. Then, again classifiers were executed 1000 times to evaluate general results. MATLAB Classification Learner (MCL) was used to execute these classifiers. Parameters of the used classifiers are shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} .Table 1Parameters of the used five classifiers.Table 1ClassifierParameterValueDT (Coarse Tree)Splits4Split methodGiniDecision of splitOffLDCovariance structureFullGamma0kNN (Fine kNN)k1DistanceCity BlockWeightEqualStandardizeTrueSVM (Medium Gaussian SVM)Kernel functionGaussianKernel scale38Number of box constraint1StandardizeTrueSDEnsemble methodSubspaceNumber of learning cycles30LearnerDiscriminantDimension730

4.5. Overview of the proposed method {#sec4.5}
------------------------------------

To clearly explain the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based chest image classification method, transitions of this method are shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} .Table 2Transitions of the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based.Table 2StepSizeSize of featurePreprocessingLoad chest imageW x H x 3Grayscale conversionW x HResizing512 × 512Feature generationExemplar division64 × 64 x 16Feature generation from exemplars with LBP64 × 64 x 16256 × 16Feature generation from pre-processed image512 × 512256Feature fusion256 × 17 = 4352Feature selection with IRFMost meaningful feature selection1459ClassificationClassify the selected feature by 5 traditional classifiersValidation prediction vector with the size of 321

5. Results and discussions {#sec5}
==========================

Covid-19 causes chest viral infection and the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based method aimed to detect this viral infection. Therefore, a dataset from Kaggle and Github was collected. There are 321 chest X-ray images in this dataset. 87 of these X-ray images have belonged to Covid-19 and 234 of them have belonged to healthy subjects. In this section, our proposed method was tested on this dataset. This dataset is heterogeneous because there are 87 Covid-19 and 234 healthy subjects. If a classifier predicts all of them healthy, it achieved 234/321 = 72.89% classification accuracy. Therefore, sensitivity, specificity, balanced accuracy, geometric mean, and accuracy evaluation criteria are used and the mathematical explanation of them is shown in Eqs. [(13)](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(14)](#fd14){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(15)](#fd15){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(16)](#fd16){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(17)](#fd17){ref-type="disp-formula"} \[[@bib46], [@bib47], [@bib48]\].$$CAC = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN}\ $$ $$SEN = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}$$ $$SPE = \frac{TN}{FP + TN}$$ $$BCAC = \frac{\left( {\left( \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \right) + \left( \frac{TN}{FP + TN} \right)} \right)}{2}$$ $$GM = \sqrt{\left( \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \right)\ \text{x}\ \left( \frac{TN}{FP + TN} \right)}$$where $TP$, $TN$, $FP,$ and $FN$ are true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative respectively. $CAC$ is classification accuracy, $SEN$ represents sensitivity, $SPE$ describes specificity, $BCAC$ is balanced classification accuracy and $GM$ denotes geometric mean.

LOOCV, 10-fold CV, and holdout validation methods are used for testing and training to obtain robust results. The obtained LOOCV results are listed in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} .Table 3Performance measurements (%) of the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based X-ray image classification method using LOOCV.Table 3ClassifierCACSENSPEBCACGMNumber of errorsDT92.8386.2195.3090.7590.6423LD99.0796.55100.098.2898.263kNN97.2089.66100.094.8394.699SVM99.6998.85100.099.4399.421SD99.0796.65100.098.2898.263

The calculated confusion matrices and ROC curves of the used classifiers with LOOCV are also shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} . To calculate general results by using 10-fold CV, classifiers were executed 1000 times and the obtained average, standard deviation, and maximum values were also shown in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} .Fig. 5LOOCV results of the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based Covid-19 detection method (a) Confusion matrix (b) ROC curve.Fig. 5Table 4Performance measurements (%) of the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based X-ray image classification method using the 10-fold CV.Table 4ClassifierStatisticsCACSENSPEBCACGMDTMean96.6387.55100.093.7893.56Std0.531.950.00.971.05Max97.8291.95100.095.9895.89LDMean99.1195.8199.9797.8997.87Std0.441.180.110.590.60Max99.6998.85100.099.4399.42kNNMean96.6387.55100.093.7893.56Std0.531.9500.971.05Max97.8291.95100.095.9895.89SVMMean99.5598.29100.099.1599.14Std0.170.5900.300.30Max100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0SDMean98.7094.89100.097.4597.41Std0.471.4400.720.74Max99.0796.55100.098.2898.26

In LOOCV, there is no random selection for validation and testing. Therefore, there is no need to execute repeatedly.

To calculate holdout validation, data were divided as 80% training, 20% testing and 50% training, 50% testing. Classifiers were executed 1000 times and each obtained average, standard deviation, and maximum values were also shown in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}, [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} .Table 5Performance measurements (%) of the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based X-ray image classification method using the 80% training, 20% testing.Table 5ClassifierStatisticsCACSENSPEBCACGMDTMean91.3082.9794.4488.7188.35Std3.59.183.84.75.10Max100.0100.0100.0100100.0LDMean98.6195.0599.9597.5097.43Std1.405.070.342.542.64Max100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0kNNMean96.6287.64100.093.8293.52Std2.097.6503.834.17Max100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0SVMMean99.4597.98100.098.9998.97Std0.853.0901.541.58Max100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0SDMean98.0993.0499.996.5296.40Std1.676.090.0013.043.21Max100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0Table 6Performance measurements (%) of the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based X-ray image classification method using the 50% training, 50% testing.Table 6ClassifierStatisticsCACSENSPEBCACGMDTMean90.4981.4993.887.6487.32Std2.47.062.833.433.73Max95.63100.0100.094.9994.95LDMean97.7491.8099.9395.8695.75Std1.144.230.242.112.22Max100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0kNNMean95.3982.84100.091.4290.96Std1.646.0803.043.38Max99.3897.67100.098.8498.83SVMMean99.0696.6399.9598.2998.26Std0.893.320.201.651.70Max100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0SDMean96.8488.4899.9194.1493.99Std1.304.790.302.392.56Max100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0

As seen from [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}, [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} SVM achieved 100.0% classification accuracy and the general success rate of the SVM was calculated above 99%. [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}, [Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} clearly show that the best classifier is SVM and the worst resulted classifier is DT. SD and LD achieved the same success rates by using LOOCV and holdout validation. However, LD reached a higher success rate than SD by using 10-fold CV and holdout validations. The scatter plot of the extracted features is presented in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 6Scatter plot of the extracted and selected features.Fig. 6

[Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the success of the proposed ResExLBP and IRF clearly. In this figure, only scatter plot of the first and second features is shown. Advantages of the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based method are;•ResExLBP increased the feature extraction capability of the LBP. Because LBP extracts low-level feature but our proposed ResExLBP extracts low, medium and high-level features.•The automatic feature selection problem of the ReliefF is solved by proposing IRF.•A novel automated Covid-19 detection method with high accuracy was presented.

6. Conclusions and suggestions {#sec6}
==============================

In this paper, a novel method to accurately detect Covid-19 patients by using chest X-ray images was presented. The proposed hybrid method is ResExLBP feature extraction and IRF feature selection methods. The main objective of the ResExLBP is to extract meaningful features and IRF is proposed to select the most discriminative features. The selected most discriminative features were classified by 5 classifiers with LOOCV, 10-fold CV, and holdout validation methods. The proposed ResExLBP and IRF based method achieved 99.69% and 100.0% classification accuracy by using SVM with LOOCV and 10-fold CV respectively.

7. Future directions {#sec7}
====================

Future studies on the proposed method are given below.•Covid-19 is a deadly virus and it has been seen worldwide. Smart health systems should be used to detect Covid-19 quickly. A novel smart heath assistant can be developed by using the proposed ResExLBP and IRF together. A proposal for these smart assistants is illustrated in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 7Future applications about Covid-19 detection.Fig. 7•Quarantine is one of the applied effective methods to prevent the spread of the coronavirus (Covid-19). It is very important to establish unmanned health units to track patients in quarantine and protect health workers. In these units, intelligent systems can be used to track patients and these systems can be developed by using machine learning method as the proposed ResExLBP and IRF based method.•In this proposed method, Residual Exemplar Local Binary Pattern (ResExLBP) was used as feature extractor. Researchers can be used other feature extractors in the residual exemplar model and they can propose novel ResEx based methods.•The proposed model can be used as a solution method to solve other biomedical image problems.
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